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To: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 
COMMITTEE 

From: DIRECTOR OF PLANNING AND 
ENVIRONMENT 

Date: 29 SEPTEMBER Ref 002/005/002 
1999 

NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

REPORT 

Subject: EUROPEAN STRUCTURAL FUNDS 
OBJECTIVE 3 PROGRAMME 
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3. 

3.1 

Purpose of Report 

To inform the Committee of the response to Draft Objective 3 plan circulated by the by the Scottish 
Executive on 3 September 1999. 

Background 

The European Commission’s ‘Agenda 2000’ reforms has led to a simplification of the categorisation 
of European Structural Funds. For the period 2000-2006, the European Social Fund (ESF) Objective 
3 Programme will be available to co-finance training projects throughout Lowland Scotland. It 
will encompass the types of ESF activity previously channelled through Objective 2 and Community 
Initiatives such as RESIDER. 

The Objective 3 plan will provide a framework for the European Social Fund (ESF) to be 
implemented in Lowland Scotland. At this stage, however, the draft does not indicate financial 
allocations, the identification of output indicators and targets, selection procedures or management 
arrangements. 

The report has been circulated to the appropriate members of the European Af€airs Officer Working 
Oroup within the Council and their comments have been incorporated into the response. 

Recommendations 

That the committee note the contents of the response to the Objective 3 Programme Executive. 

David M. Porch 
Director of Planning and Environment 
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Local Government Access to Information Act 
For further information on this report, please contact Tony Crosbie, European Co-ordination Officer on 
01236 616214. 
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Development Department 
European Structural Funds Division 

Victoria Quay 
Edinburgh EH6 G Q Q  

Telephone: 01 3 1 2A4 0703 

david .chalmers@scotland. qov. u k  
F a :  0131-244 0718 

3rd September 1999 

Dear Partner 

0 EUROPEAN STRUCTURAL FUNDS 
SCOTTISH OBJECTIVE 3 OPERATIONAL PROGRAMME 2000-2006 

This letter seeks the views of your organisation on the draft plan for the Scottish Objective 3 
Operational Programme for the period 2000 to 2006. It forms part of the process of consultation with 
partners which must precede the submission of the plan to the European Commission. The plan has to 
be submitted to the Commission by the end of October and, following the approval of the 
Commission, the new programme will be introduced as soon as possible in the year 2000. 

I enclose the draft plan which has been prepared by a plan team which is broadly representative of the 
Scottish Objective 3 Partnership. Also enclosed is a questionnaire which is intended to structure the 
responses to the plan. I should be grateful if you would arrange to have the questionnaire completed 
on behalf of your organisation and returned with any additional comments to: 

Stephen Herbert 
Scottish Objective 3 Programme Executive 
St Andrew's House 
14 1 West Nile Street 
Glasgow G1 2RN 

0 
- -. 

(e-mail: s.hcrbcrt I" ecal.ac.uk ) 

The plan is being put on the websites of the Scottish Executive and of the Objective 3 Programme 
Executive; it may also appear on the websites of other partner organisations. 

I should be grateful if responses were submitted by 1 St October 1999. 

The draft plan is concerned with the human resource development as part of the wider economic and 
social development of Scotland outwith the Highlands and Islands. It is constrained by the Structural 
Fund Regulations of the European Council of Ministers. Among other things, these regulations limit 
the scope of European Funds interventions to the broad areas of acti 

http://ecal.ac.uk


The draft plan is incomplete. In particular, the plan team has yet to complete its consideration of how 
the programme should provide a concentration of appropriations in the new Objective 2 areas, as 
required by the Regulations, as well as a further concentration of appropriations in those areas which 
will lose Objective 2 or 5b status. Nor has the plan team prepared the financial tables, output and 
impact targets associated with the priorities and measures. These matters will be the subject of further 
consultation. The plan team is nevertheless satisfied that the present draft forms a suitable basis for 
consultation with regard to progress to date and that it provides a real opportunity for an input by as 
many organisations as possible at an early stage. 

* 

The draft plan is a lengthy document and in parts it is less than user-friendly. This is because the draft 
plan has been developed in line with the requirements of the Regulations and in response to the 
guidance which has been issued by the European Commission. 

Finally, I should emphasise that, in accordance with usual practice, responses to this consultation will 
be made available to the public on request, unless respondents request otherwise. 

Yours sincerely 

DAVID CHALMERS 
Convenor 
Scottish Objective 3 Plan Team 

DSC907 I ?  
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1 Local Authority 
Scottish Enterprise LEC Network 

- Scottish Enterprise Network 
Other business advicekupport centre 
Further Education College 

School sector 
Voluntary organisation 

[ Community based group 
I Charitable organisation 

! Higher Education 

Scottish Executive I Office 
NTO's 
Other Training Provider 

Scottish ESF 
Objective 3 
Partnership 

- 
1 

1 

! 

SCOlTlSH ESF OBJECTIVE 3 PROGRAMME - CONSULTATION QUESTIONNAIRE 

Name Organisation: 

flak3-U ~ ~ 8 ~ X S i Y I ~ &  C o c J n f C l L  ........................................... ................ Y &os&& 
. . .  ... . . .  ... ... . _ .  ... ... ... ... ... . . .  ... ... ...... .... . . .  .. 
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Ref. No. 

I 

Contact Getails 

1. Which LEC area are you located within? I 
2. BACKGROUND (Please tick as appropriate) 

J 
I d 

1 What type of organisation d o  you work forlrepresent? 1 
/ 

i 
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Very Well Adequately Neutral 

*/ 

Scorcish ESF 
Objeccive 3 
Parcnership 

Inadequately Not at all Don't Know 

The New Objective Three Programme, 2000-06. 

Strategic Objectives Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 
((as appropriate)) Agree Disagree 
To support a flexible labour market that 
contributes to a competitive workforce 
and a competitive economy, and which 
contributes to the reduction of exclusion 
through actions which anticipate and 
prevent groups and / or individuals 
moving into long-term joblessness. 
To develop a skilled and enterprising 
workforce where people at all levels 
have appropriate, up to date skills thus 
enabling individuals to compete within 
the labour market, and companies and , 
individuals to compete in the global 
economy. 
To develop a culture of life long 
learning where people are both aware 
of the need to take responsibility for 
their own learning and are provided 
with information, facilities and suppori 
to underiake this responsibility. 
To reduce the numbers and proportions 
of people and proportions of people 
excluded from the labour market 
through the provision of a range of 
support which addresses the key 
constraints facing groups identified as 
particularly disadvantaged in the labour 
market. 
To remove gender specific barriers to 
accessing training, employment and 
income earning opportunities, including 
identifying and addressing gender re- 
inforcing actions, practices and 
procedures within vocational training 
operations in Scotland. 

J 

STRATEGIC OVERVIEW 

6. To what extent do the Strategic Aim and Objectives of the programme logically follow 
from the preceding analysis (i.e. Labour Market Analysis, SWOT, Equal Opportunities and 
Environmental profiles, and the Institutional and Policy Contexts)? 

Please do 
not write in 
the margin 

8 Does the Plan adequately address the strategic needs of the programme area (I  e 
Scotland excluding the Highlands and Islands) for the coming years (2000-06)7 

_- ------ -- 
1 

Notatall ~ Dont Know 
1 I 

--- - -- Very Well Adequately ' Neutral I Inadequately 
/- 1 I 

e 
l - - l  

I I 
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Scottish ESF 
Objective 3 
Partncrship 

i 

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 

1 

- 
EUROPEUi SOCUL N N D  OB 

I 

12. The proposed approach to integrating equal opportunities across the operations of the 
Programme is outlined in the equal opportunities profile and in the strategic framework. 
To what extent has the Plan managed to integrate equal opportunities as a 
horizontal measure? 

Very Well Adequately Neutral Inadequately 

1 Very Well 1 Adequately 1 Neutral I Inadequately 1 Not at all 1 Don’tKnow 1 

Not at all j Don’t Know 

I I I 

14. The proposed approach to operationalising local economic development across the Plan 
is outlined within the strategic framework. To what extent has the Plan managed to 
integrate support for local initiatives as a horizontal measure? 

[ Very Well ~ Adequately 1 Neutral 1 Inadequately 1 Not at all i Don’t Know 1 

INFORMATION SOCIETY 

15. The proposed approach to operationalising t h e  social and labour market dimensions of 
the Information Society across the Plan is outlined within the Strategic Framework. T O  

what extent has the Plan managed to  integrate the information society as a 
horizontal measure? 
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OVERALL APPROACH 

16 To what extent have the five horizontal measures collectively been integrated across t h e  
structure of the Plan. 

j Very Well Adequately ~ Neutral Inadequately I Not at all Don’t Know 
I 

I I I I 
1 - - 
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Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly 
Agree Disagree 

. 

Don't Know ' 

Scottish ESF 
Objrccivc 3 
Parrnership 

Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Don't Know 
Agree Disagree i 

Strongly i D'sagree , Disagree 
' Neutral 
1 

I I 
1 Agree 

Strongly 
1 Agree 

i 4 '  I 
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Don't Know ' 

23 To what extent do the scope and activity points outlined under these three measures 
meet the aims and objectives of Priority TWO? 

N eu tra I 

Priority 3 : LIFE LONG LEARNING 

24. Please indicate the extent to which your organisation agreesldisagrees with the approach 
taken to increase commitment to life long learning under Priority Three. 

25. To what extent do the scope and activity points outlined under this priority meet the aims 
and objectives of Priority Three? 

Very Well I Adequately I Neutral I Inadequately 1 Not at all 1 Don't Know 
/ I I 1 

I 



Scottish ESF 
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Strongly Agree 
Agree 

I /  
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Neutral Disagree Strongly Don't Know 
Disagree 

Very Well Adequately Neutral inadequately Not at all 

L/ 

t I I I I I / I  

Don't Know 
! 32. To what extent do the scope and activity points outlined under these two measures meet 

the aims and objectives of Priority 4B? 

I 

1 Strongly 1 Agree Neutral 
! Agree , 

1 
1 I 1 

I Don'tKnow I Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

I 
! 

I I , 

I 
1 i 

I 
i Agree , 

Priority 5 : ADDRESSING GENDER BARRIERS 

Disagree 1 
1 

i i 
j 

35. To what extent do the scope and activity points outlined under these three measures 
meet the aims and objectives of Priority 5? 

I I 

: Very Well i Adequately i Neutral 1 inadequately 
, I 

CONSULTATION 

Not at all Don't Know 

36 What Is you: overall opinion of the draft plan7 

I Very j Positive I Neutral I Negative ~ Very NO Opinion-' 
l o s i t i v e  I i i Negative 

1 
i ! 

i i. .-i/ L . - ... 1 . --- 

I Very j Positive I Neutral I Negative ~ Very NO Opinion-' 
l o s i t i v e  I i i Negative 

1 
i ! 

i i. .-i/ L . - ... 1 . --- 
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40. The Strategic Aim and Objectives of the Plan (e.g. should the plan comprise other 
basic principles). 

41. The Strategic Framework of the Plan with reference to the approach taken to 
integrating the five horizontal and vertical measures. 

42. The content of the Labour Market Analysis 

43 The content of the SWOT 

- 5 h o ~ j / C f  come 0/l'ld 

* 
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49 The rationale, measure structure and activities of Priority 2 : Addressing Social 
Exclusion 

50. The rationale, measure structure and activities of Priority 3 : Lifelong Learning 

L̂ J/h k$ i- , pfl'Wl/-~, U,'// I A C f l A S 4  

51 The rationale, measure structure and activities of Priority 4 : Towards a More 
Competitive Economy 
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55. Any additional comments (On any aspect of the Plan).. 
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